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} 

    And before that, in the pre-alpha days of Rust, arrays were defined with 
a variadic macro. The //* something **/ above was a [T, ...$N], where T is the 
type, and ...$N defines a range (I believe --- old Rust is weird) up to the 
number of specified elements. 

Ouch. 

The standard library generates a new type for each 0....=N for type T (e.g., 
[T; 0], [T; 1], [T; 2]). 

This means that if we want to implement anything on top of array --- Ord, 
PartialEq, etc. --- that means we need to implement it for all types of the 
array. (And indeed, in old versions of Rust, array docs were really messy, 
as they showed each implementation for all N!) 

This problem is the perfect candidate for a new type of generic: const 
generics. 

Const generics are presented very eloquently in RFC 2000: Const Generics. 
I'm going to summarize that RFC later on, with some tangents where 
appropriate, but let's start with a brief overview of the topic. 

On its own, a const generic is generic that is restricted to be a specific 
constant value, specified (simply) with the const keyword2. I think they're 
best understood in the context of monomorphization. 

[insert code] 

This reveals the motivation behind the humble const generic. If we want to 
have a type that is exclusively distinguished by a constant (some might say 
"by association" of a constant), then a const generic is a fantastic 
qualifier. (Arrays are a good example here.) Otherwise, if a type will have 
many invocations with different values, it may be better to stick to a 
traditional parameter-in-struct approach. 

Now that we've established the basics of const generics, let's dig more into 
the edge cases we may encounter. 
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(10% US men, 
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be careful about 
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(1% overall)

contrast is 10x 
worse on projector
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